ACCOMPANIMENT OF THE VISITORS IN THE CAVES OF KYIV DORMITION CAVES LAVRA (LATE 18th – EARLY 20th cent.)

Visiting of the caves of the Kyiv Caves Monastery (alias The Kyiv Cave Lavra), the important pilgrimage centre, presupposed the presence of a guide. The study of this sort of service will amplify the lore about spirituality and communicative activity of the new-time monks. The article’s purpose is to define key features of the organisation of guiding of visitors in both Near and Far caves. As has been established, the ability to lead the whole group of visitors out from the caves without any delays was the main skill that the administration expected from the guides (although, the decent behaviour was also important).
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СУПРОВІД ВІДВІДУВАЧІВ ПО ПЕЧЕРАХ У КИЄВО-ПЕЧЕРСЬКІЙ УСПЕНСЬКІЙЛАВРІ (КІНЕЦЬ XVIII – ПОЧАТОК ХХ СТ.)

В статьї розглядаються комунікативні особливості насельників Києво-Печерської Успенської лаври в соціальних взаємодіях, пов’язаних з шанованими чудотворними іконами та мощами святих. У кінці XVIII ст. Лавра була дуже важливим православним центром. Вона є яскравим прикладом соціальної системи святого місця, яку відвідували не лише богомольці, а й туристи з різних країн. Близькі і Дальні печери слід було відвідувати з провідниками. Монахи, що вказують шлях у підземеллі, стали персонажами гравюр і творів художньої літератури. Втім, хоча дослідження супроводу по печерах може розширити знання про духовність і комунікативну активність монахів нового часу, проблему майже не досліджено. Мета статті – на мікроісторичному рівні визначити ключові особливості організації супроводу відвідувачів по печерах. З використанням внутрішньомонастирських документів (протоколів та інструкцій Духовного собору, резолюцій настоятеля Лаври – митрополита Київського, особистих справ, формулярних і послужних списків братії, службових рапортів), а також подорожніх записок та мемуарів дорослих відвідувачів обителі (з різних країн та різних віросповідань) було встановлено, що головним очікуванням адміністрації Лаври (соборних старців та настоятеля) від провідників була їхня здатність без затримок вивести всю групу з печер (пристойна поведінка при цьому також важлива), бажано, не допускаючи, щоб хтось порушував порядок. Універсальність та безпека вимагали обмеження в обіймах відвідувачів. Митрополит Василій (Мухарський) указував, що відвідувачам слід іноді відновлювати порядок, та він неодноразово вказував на це в своїх посланнях. У такому разі призначення фізично немічних провідників видається радше вимушеним. На формальний рівень освіту відводится незначна частина документів, але велике значення має соціальна, культурна та комунікативна роль провідників у відтворенні історії обителі.

Ключові слова: Ближні печери, Дальні печери, Києво-Печерська Успенська лавра, провідник, відвідувач, кінець XVIII – початок ХХ ст.
The statement of the problem. Kyiv Caves lavra, particularly in the late 18th – early 20th cent., attracted numerous pilgrims and tourists, so it serves as a vivid example of the social system where the keepers of relics cooperated with visitors (Shchepanskaya, 1995: 117–119). The keepers of its worshipped icons and relics had an opportunity to accumulate very rich communicative experience.

Pilgrims came to Near and Far Caves to worship 123 sacred relics, 61 myrrh-emanating sculls, and the icon of the Blessed Virgin (see, for example: Kratkoe, 1795: 80–82; L(еbed-intsev), 1894: 36–37, 64; M(aksimovich), 1849: 14–16). It was necessary to visit Near and Far caves with a guide from Lavra, especially in «fixed time» (see more in detail: Кізлова, 2016: С?). The monks, pointing the way in underground corridors, are the characters of some pictures (Kartiny, 1839: 278; Sviatyie, 1859: 79; Funds of NKPHCP. Collection of Graphics. 2284: 1) and belles-lettres works (Dmitrieva, 1902: 35; Nechui-Levytskyi, 1966: 389; Podyachev, 1927: 291–292). Therefore, the study of the essence of this sort of service (in fact, obedience) can help to amplify the lore about the spirituality and religiousness, as well as about the communicative activity of monks in modern period.

The analysis of sources and recent researches. Historians have not paid attention to ordinary cave guides. There is a brief mention of the subject in M. Petrenko’s work, which informs that guide monks had asked certain payment from cave visitors for their guided tour through the caves. Finally, the Spiritual Council forbade it, because its members were afraid the pilgrims could alienate support of the holy place. Overall, M. Petrenko used this situation as an example of an ignominious behaviour of the cult attendants towards the believers (Petrenko, 1959: 2). A. Kizlova analysed the variants of the interactions of the guides with their groups directly in the caves and their response to the attempts to touch holy relics (Kizlova, 2018: 164–169; Kizlova, 2016: 16–19). Hence, the conditions in which the Kyiv Cave Monastery guides communicated with their management and the cave visitors are scantily explored.

The publication’s purpose. The article’s purpose is to solve the following unresolved part of the problem: of the organizational prerequisites of walking in Near and Far caves of Kyiv Caves lavra with a guide.

The statement of the basic material. Dealing with the money earned for the guiding service to cave visitors (to leave it to the guides, to share it among the fellow-monks, etc.) was considered in Lavra within the period from 1808 to 1810. In general context of this theme a mention about the inadmissibility of accepting money for guiding visitors through the caves is very important because the money reception could scare the pilgrims away from the Caves as well as bring the monastery to «great shame» (in Russian, CSHAK of Ukraine. F. 128. D. 1 C. 1236. S. 16). A special file of proceedings about the guides and holy water sprinklers pocketing money given them by pilgrims was opened in 1829. Probably, mentioned money were voluntary donations, because the case passed off without specifications against any extortions (CSHAK of Ukraine. F. 128. D. 1 C. 1719. S. 1–4 reverse). In the oath text for the cave monks the following statement is specified: «The money given me by anybody for my work I shall certainly give for the common good into the donation box» (In Russian, CSHAK of Ukraine. F. 128. D. 1 C. 1719. S. 5). Probably, M. Petrenko considered the first of these discussions, without dating it and with no mention of Lavra administration’s appeal to public shame (Petrenko, 1959: 21), because the monastery have determined the fate of its own money in 1829.

In July of 1823, chief caretaker of the Near caves (Spiritual Council member, hieromonk Philaret) asked the Spiritual Council to appoint someone capable for guiding of the believers
through the caves (there were no worthy applicant among the members of the Near caves
department concerning at that time). Father Philaret, by the way, referred to the necessity of
urgent solution of the problem, lest the crowds of pilgrims might «become extremely indig

The honour of both monastery and donators appears in the instruction of the Spiritual
Council for the chiefs of the monastery’s departments alongside with the satisfaction of in-
terests of visitors. This instruction issued in 1842 was repeatedly copied and activated during
1880 – 1905 (CSHAK of Ukraine. F. 128. D. 1. C. 482. S. 14). Therefore, in the cases of cave
visiting the attention was paid not only to the facilitation for visitors, but also to maintaining
of proper reputation of Lavra in general and of its separate representatives in particular. Thus,
the desire to meet the need of cave visitors to be supplied with a guiding service of proper
quality fits this context well.

The cave guides were to stick to the order of 1800, which stated that in the caves «all the
clergy, monks, and novices should not behave roughly with the visiting pilgrims» (in Rus-
was published in early 20th cent. All brethren of Lavra had always treat pilgrims of any pub-
lic status with politeness, calmness, and obligingness according to this instruction (Funds of
NKPHCP. Collection Archive, 1251. S. 1). It is possible, that it was only a written fixation of
the previous unwritten tradition.

Against the background of a general control over the brethren’s behaviour monk Gedeon
made an exception and was relieved of guiding duties according to Metropolitan’s resolution
(October 20th, 1802) «for his rough and obstinate behaviour towards cave visitors» (in Rus-
sian, CSHAK of Ukraine. F. 128. D. 1 KDS. C. 234. S. 57). On June 13th, 1847, the Spiritual
Council decided to transfer robe-bearer monk Hesychius (secular name – Ivan Lomasiev),
whose participation in cave guarding cannot be excluded, from Near caves to the economic
department «for his rough and immodest behaviour with pilgrims» (in Russian, CSHAK of
Ukraine. F. 128. D. 1 KDS. C. 370. S. 147). Therefore, it is possible to notice that the thresh-
old of tolerance to the misconduct of cave guides really existed. However, the background of
the requirements of kind behaviour, as well as the limits of ideal and maximum permissible
in such requirements, still demand an independent study.

The strangers estimated the attitude either to the pilgrims, tourists, and holy shrines (here
the author refers to the evidence of the adults who visited the caves). E. Henderson (who had
visited the caves during his travel in 1821 – 1822) underlined how the guide had politely
shown his propensity to satisfy the inquisitiveness of the cave visitors (Henderson, 1826: 181).
P. Belyaev (in 1908) specified, how «politely» the guide monk lit up the pilgrims’ tapers,
asked pilgrims to go slowly and carefully, and calmed those who worried whether they got
lost or not, as well as patiently waited until the lady, who had lost consciousness due to feel-
ing bad, returned to her senses (Belyaev, 1909: 43).

K. Novikova described how the old monk calmed her near an exit from the caves, whereto
she had come to meet her sister. He invited her to come into the cave (through the exit) and
to breathe in the cave’s pleasant smell, to see the light of the icon lamps. Then he addressed
a younger monk with such words: «Bartholomew, take a candle in your hand and go ahead,
so that we can follow you» (Novikova, 1911: 475). However, less favourable responses held
out as well. In the middle of the 19th cent. M. Mamaev described the situation, when the
attendant monk had been fund asleep and, after being woken up, believed in the importance of
M. Mamaev’s adjutant uniform and obligingly distributed candles to M. Mamaev and his
companions. Then he led his group into the caves (Mamaev, 1901: 788–789). In the underground passages, he loudly opened the coffins lids and indifferentively pronounced the Saints’ names as «a merchant showing his goods to the buyer and naming the kind of fabric it was made of» (in Russian, Mamaev, 1901: 789). In addition, the monk showed the visitors many lateral passages with the nailed down wooden planks. He said that all the structures had fallen down behind these barriers, and such comments hardly made the visitors calm. In 1880 priest V. Gurev wrote about his visit to Near caves that he cannot convey the tone of sellers of candles in their treatment for the buyers, and of «the guides for the gathered pilgrims» (in Russian, Gurev, 1880: 752). He also added that the guides «really shows, but the question is how he does it» (in Russian, Gurev, 1880: 752). Therefore, even taking into account that the mentioned travellers might be more sensitive to the emotional microclimate around the sacred objects than the majority of other pilgrims, it is possible to notice that the guides’ behaviour did not always entirely correspond to the expectations of the outliers and, possibly, administration.

O. Kysilevska described her visiting of the caves in 1910. She mentioned that she heard a loud dispute between the monk and a woman with her little son who got frightened at the entrance into the underground: «If you have already entered, you are to go further. – Do you want to withhold us forcefully? It’s inappropriate!» (in Ukrainian, Kysilevska, 1955: 54). In addition, the traveller mentioned a reference to the gossip about «various unfair cases with young feminine pilgrims in the caves» (in Ukrainian, Kysilevska, 1955: 53) in her recollections. O. Kysilevska did not specify who (the monastery dwellers or visitors) exactly hurt the girls. In 1911, K. Novikova described her experience of her visiting of the caves. She also met a guide at the entrance. When she stopped in a fright, he began softly convince her to overcome a sinful fear. However, he only made the woman cry (he ordered her to repent this weeping), because «his eyes were burning with a feverish glint, his voice lost softness and turned sharp» (in Russian, Novikova, 1911, 474). It is not feasible to exclude that both women-travellers wrote about the same monk. If they described different guides, it is possible to conclude, that a general tendency of such a persistence to make all who approached by the caves entrance to descend underground existed in early 20th cent. Anyway, the administration could not know nothing about that line of behaviour of one or several guides. For that matter, nobody eradicated it, so it was particularly acceptable for Lavra.

O. Levshin specified that numerous visitors drew their names on the sooty walls of [Near] caves. O. Levshin also left his name «on the wall, having twice scratched it with his knife (in Russian, Pisma, 1816: 110). This mention points out that guides had not enough time to supervise every cave visitor.

Monk Theodoret was appointed as a guide to Far caves on February 13th, 1870. On January 11th, 1873 archimandrite Nicholas, manager of the Lavra apiary, issued the complaint about that monk. In the complaint, archimandrite Nicholas asserted that Theodoret was sent to the apiary of Holosievo «to work because of his uneasy character» (in Russian, CSHAK of Ukraine. F. 128. D. 2 chern. C. 837. S. 29). It is possible to assume that the Theodoret’s uneasy character had affected his dialogues with pilgrims, because of the remoteness of his new place of obedience.

In 1834 guide monk Vukol (Near caves) received the characteristic of «being good in obedience and of proper behaviour» (CSHAK of Ukraine. F. 128. D. 1 chern. C. 123. S. 38, 46 reverse – 47). Guide monk of Far caves Gregorius (CSHAK of Ukraine. F. 128. D. 1 chern. C. 120. S. 39 reverse) was characterised in 1835 as one who «worked assiduously
enough, lived morally and piously» (CSHAK of Ukraine. F. 128. D. 1 chern. C. 127. S. 333), and in 1836 – 1837 as «faithful, honest, and heartfelt in his attitude to shrines» (CSHAK of Ukraine. F. 128. D. 1 chern. C. 82. S. 565 reverse – 566). In 1842 the chief caretaker of Near caves recommended the guide monk Irenaeus for a post of a sacristan. Irenaeus was known as «faithful, with good behaviour, and heartfulness towards obedience» (CSHAK of Ukraine. F. 128. D. 1 KDS. C. 352. S. 99 reverse). Monk Manasseh became a sacristan of Far caves in 1848, right after he had fulfilled the obedience of a guide there (since 1842) (CSHAK of Ukraine. F. 128. D. 1 chern. C. 158. № 44). It can also testify to a good reputation, which he had received. There is a reference to the behaviour of St. Alexius Pecherskyi (i. e., Alexius of the Caves, 1840 – 1917) as a cave guide in his hagiography. He was always hospitable and mild, and substantially told about the saints. The characteristic of St. Alexius is valuable because it contains a mention of metropolitan Plato who entrusted Father Alexius with guiding of honourable visitors in the caves (Zhite, 1993: 80). After all, such messages, even in hagiographic text, as well as the «career» growth of monks Irenaeus and Manasseh are evident enough to testify to the highly appreciated model behaviour of the guides.

In May (the month when the number of pilgrims increased (CSHAK Ukraine. F. 128. D. 1 C. 1894. S. 142)) of 1804 the official report of chief caretaker of Near caves about frequent drunkenness of guide monk Metrophanes was considered. This report had an appendix with a request to replace the drunkard with someone honest and decent (CSHAK of Ukraine. F. 128. D. 1 KDS. C. 238. S. 36 reverse). Metropolitan Serapion ordered to send Metrophanes to some outlying monastery or hermitage until he would mend his ways (through the agency of Kyiv spiritual dicastery) (CSHAK of Ukraine. F. 128. D. 1 KDS. C. 238. S. 46–46 rev.). Hiero-deacon Theoktistos (appointed to divine services and guiding of pilgrims in 1833) was characterized as very inclined to alcohol consumption and voluntary roaming beyond the territory of Lavra in 1839. That is why the Spiritual Council issued a resolution «he can not perform regular Divine services» (in Russian, CSHAK of Ukraine. F. 128. D. 1 chern. C. 82. S. 543 reverse – 544). However, no separate discussion whether Theoktistos could remain a cave guide was conducted. Monk Proclus guided pilgrims through the caves until June 14th, 1837. During the performance of his obedience he received an estimation as «capable, but apt to drunkenness» (CSHAK of Ukraine. F. 128. D. 1 chern. C. 127. S. 69 reverse – 61; C. 128. S. 32 reverse – 33, 81 reverse, 82). However he was punished by a penance with the removal of his cassock and kamelaukion for drunkenness only in 1841 (CSHAK of Ukraine. F. 128. D. 1 chern. C. 136. S. 81 reverse – 82). Therefore, the researcher happened to find out only one case of the monastery dweller’s dismissal from guiding of pilgrims through the caves because of alcohol abuse in the available sources.

The detailed records about guide monk in Lavra documents are not traced since the middle of 19th cent. As to the mentions in visitors’ notes, M. Mamaev’s and his casual companions’ guide, in general was a polite one. On the other hand he appeared to be tipsy and had a smell of alcohol (Mamaev, 1901: 789). T. Clark has noticed in 1889, that his guide was unsteady on his feet all along of drinking too much vodka (Clark, 1889: 364). Hence, it was not possible to achieve the complete refusal of the cave guides from alcohol.

In 1821 chief caretaker of Near caves explained that the monk John could be a guide no longer «because of extreme weakness» (CSHAK of Ukraine. F. 128. D. 1 zah.-chern. C. 773. S. 1). Hiero-deacon Laurentius, who thitherto had guided pilgrims over six years, was characterised in 1838 as «hardly able for church service because of insufficient literacy» (in Russian, CSHAK of Ukraine. F. 128. D. 1 chern. C. 130. S. 27). Such mentions generate
a question about physical and intellectual abilities of guides in visions of the administration and in reality.

First, it is necessary to outline the conditions of their labour. In 1839, hiero-monk Dositheus, chief caretaker of Far caves, explained to the Spiritual Council that from May to September multiple pilgrims would visit the caves from 4 a.m. to 1 or 2 p.m. It would be too hard for priests, readers, singers, and guides performing Divine services for visitors to work 9–10 hours a day in the charcoal fumes from numerous candles. Therefore, additional persons would be necessary in order to carry out the mentioned duties in shifts. In addition, Dositheus specified that up to 500 visitors pass through the caves every day, so for their proper support and supervision, one monk should go ahead and a few others were necessary to spread around the underground passages so nobody would steal money or relics (CSHAK of Ukraine. F. 128. D. 1 C. 1894. S. 141 reverse – 142). F. Račky described the stuffiness in the caves caused by their narrowness, crowds of visitors, and the smoke of candles and icon-lamps in 1886 (R(ačky), 1886: 238). Obviously, Father Dositheus did not exaggerate the facts.

In 1842, at the approach of summer when many visitors were to come, the chief caretaker of Far caves asked the Spiritual Council to allow two monks «to take up the post of guides» (in Russian, CSHAK of Ukraine. F. 128. D. 1 KDS. C. 352. S. 102 reverse). As a result, the rural dean appointed only one monk to the obedience (CSHAK of Ukraine. F. 128. D. 1 KDS. C. 352. S. 102 reverse). Different sources inform on different number of pilgrims within usual groups, the average figure being from 10 to 30 people (Belyaev, 1909: 42–43; Kusmartsev, 1904. S. 8; Kijów, 1901: 273; Todd, 1916: 19). There are also various mentions that a monk had to watch that nobody would remain behind, get lost, or put a hand into a coffin (Nikod-imov; Skitalets, 1908: 108–109; Shchepanskaya, 1995: 42); that monks and novices who guided pilgrims in the caves should be several (CSHAK of Ukraine followed each group. F. 128. D. 1. C. 1348. S. 6). There were no indications of how those brothers distributed their duties. Therefore, the workload of guides, mainly in spring and summer, looks considerable.

In 1839, the chief caretaker of Far caves asked the Spiritual Council for two persons to guide the pilgrims and «to watch over at night time» (in Russian, CSHAK of Ukraine. F. 128. D. 1 KDS. C. 344. S. 148–148 reverse). In general, according to the materials of early 1870, guiding of pilgrims could combine with recording of donations, psalm-reading, fulfilling of the chief caretaker’s orders, assisting the sacristan and even replacement of his post (CSHAK of Ukraine. F. 128. D. 1 zah.-chern. C. 773. S. 1; D. 1 KDS. C. 234. S. 57; C. 252. S. 23; C. 256. S. 15; C. 329. S. 33 reverse; D. 1. C. 82. S. 21 reverse, 33 reverse – 34; C. 112. S. 30 reverse – 31, 121 reverse – 122; C. 240. S. 70 reverse; D. 2 chern. C. 837. S. 27). Since early 19th cent. until the mid-1830’s cave hiero-deacons and hieromonks, who took part in conducting of the Divine services in turn, guided pilgrims in the caves as well (CSHAK of Ukraine. F. 128. D. 1 zah.-chern. C. 773. S. 1; D. 1 chern. C. 112. S. 35 reverse – 36; C. 127. S. 225 reverse – 226, 242 reverse – 243, 274 reverse – 275, 374 reverse – 375), although there is no such specification for two guide hiero-deacons and hieromonks, who took part in conducting of the Divine services in turn, guided pilgrims in the caves as well (CSHAK of Ukraine. F. 128. D. 1 chern. C. 127. S. 368 reverse – 369, 584 reverse – 585). Therefore, the mentioned combination of duties was not obligatory even for the monks after ordination. It is impossible to find out clear, if it was desirable or reluctant for the administration, according to the available sources.

K. Kazanskiy (1900) displayed just moderate empathy for Lavra inhabitants: «The monks performing regular services in the caves get tired physically and intellectually, constantly telling the same. I mean, they are also people and their feelings, like our own, can become blunts..."
(in Russian, Na yuge, 1900: 53). Against such a background the guiding obedience sometimes was allocated to somebody for a long time. 60-year-old monk Celsus read psalms in the caves and guided visitors in Far caves for 26 years in 1805 (CSHAK of Ukraine. F. 128. D. 1 chern. C. 82. S. 69 reverse – 70). Monk, hiero-deacon, and later hieromonk Irenarch was a guide for 20 years since 1802 and, at the same time, took part in Divine services (after his ordination) (CSHAK of Ukraine. F. 128. D. 1 chern. C. 112. S. 35 reverse – 36). Probably, these two monks were the most suitable for the corresponding obedience or/and found support from the administration.

Monk Gregorius started to guide pilgrims when he was 67 and did that until he became 87 (in 1835/6), in spite of being «weak and sick» (in Russian, CSHAK of Ukraine. F. 128. D. 1 chern. C. 127. S. 333) and «not enough able due to his old age» (in Russian, CSHAK of Ukraine. F. 128. D. 1 chern. C. 82. S. 565 reverse – 566). In the summer of 1828 (or 1829?) hieromonk Anatolius has failed to pacify 10 drunk officers in underground passage owing to his old age, infirmity, and extreme feebleness. The administration recognised such explanation as satisfactory (Kizlova, 2018: 166–167). At the same time, in 1847 the Spiritual Council decided to appoint monk Theofilus a guide of Far caves with respect to his request not to make him a caretaker of Lavra refectionary and allow him to remain a seller of candles «because of the weakening of his health» (in Russian, CSHAK of Ukraine. F. 128. D. 1 zah.-chern. C. 607. S. 2–2 reverse). Therefore, Father Anatolius described his conditions quite objectively and, besides, he was not the only old and feeble guide.

K. Sheridan also paid attention to the old age of her guide monk (Sheridan, 1925: 95). In November of 1929, N. Linka was appointed a museum guide for the excursionists in Near caves «in the company of 6 old monks» (in Russian, Vospominaniya). However, both authors did not specify the health status of those monks.

Travellers also mentioned young guides (monks and novices) (Gurev, 1880: 752; In the Catacombs, 1886: 445). However, we do not know what age they considered young. The first four monks, chosen at random, were 31, 29, 48, and 54 years old when they became guides (CSHAK of Ukraine. F. 128. D. 1 chern. C. 82. S. 21 reverse; 51, 38 reverse; 56, 81 reverse; CSHAK of Ukraine. F. 128. D. 2 chern. C. 837. S. 2 reverse, 18, 27). Therefore, there was no appreciable regularity for the cave caretakers in the selection of guides.

In 1810, the chief caretaker of Far caves informed that monk Timotheus was ill and could not guide pilgrims (CSHAK of Ukraine. F. 128. D. 1 KDS. C. 256. S. 15), although he did not specify whether temporarily or forever. In 1833, the guard novices have been guiding visitors of Near caves instead of the ill monk Sozont over a month (CSHAK of Ukraine. F. 128. D. 1 zah.-chern. C. 909. 11–11 reverse, 17–17 reverse). Thus, it was impossible to find the substitutes for ill guides immediately.

In 1833 monk Vukol, discharged of book selling due to his poor eyesight, substituted for mentioned monk Sozont (CSHAK of Ukraine. F. 128. D. 1 zah.-chern. C. 909. S. 11–11 reverse, 17–17 reverse). When monk Vukol had applied for the fulfilment of constant obedience in Lavra (under the name Vasyliy Solovyanov), he had presented his dismissal from the military community. That document explained that he had been unable to be engaged in agriculture due to «the weakness of his health and a chronic disease» (CSHAK of Ukraine. F. 128. D. 2 chern. C. 319. S. 1 a reverse). Fedor Yelin, later known as monk Theodoret, was admitted to the Monastery in 1849 after he had given a vow to the Blessed Virgin during his long illness. According to his passport, he was completely deaf in his right ear (CSHAK of Ukraine. F. 128. D. 2 chern. C. 837. S. 2 reverse, 18, 27). Thus, neither sight nor hearing disabilities, per se, were not considered as a barrier to the guiding obedience.
As to the «poles» of the guides’ educational status (the majority of them were able to read and write), at least one guide (monk Habakkuk in 1836) was illiterate (CSHAK of Ukraine. F. 128. D. 1 chem. C. 127. S. 443 reverse – 444), in contrast, hieromonk Melito (according to the official list of 1805) studied Latin and rhetoric «in the academy» (in Russian, CSHAK of Ukraine. F. 128. D. 1 chem. C. 82. S. 21 reverse). Fedor Yelin (later – monk Theodoret) «could read and write well» (CSHAK of Ukraine. F. 128. D. 2 chem. C. 837. S. 18) according to his characteristic of 1852. However, the extraneous comments about a level of knowledge and prudence of the cave monks drew more researcher’s attention.

In 1810, I. Dolgorukiy commended the monks’ abilities to search out the way in dark caves and help the visitors to exit (Dolgorukiy, 1870: 270). In 1875, the archpriest I. Yershov wondered that some visitors did not believe in holy relics. The guide answered «Oh, Father, somebody does not believe in God, although they call themselves Christians; probably, their time has not arrived yet» (Yershov 1875: 756).

K. Kazanskiy have been to Lavra in 1900. He regretfully ascertained that there were some poor educated and not skilled in spiritual life monks (although the guide of his group was knowledgeable) (Na yuge, 1900: 53). In 1891, the sceptical companion told I. Morris that once a guide monk had heard about the Roman catacombs from one lady. He had told her very scornfully that in Rome only embalmed bodies are available, whereas in Lavra the imperishable earthly remains of the saints were kept, because these saints were awarded with immortality for their piety (Morris, 1891: 52–53). V. Geiman (1914) considered typical the monk who, telling about saints, «tried to adjust to my way of thinking as he himself pictured it» (in Russian, Geiman, 1914: 98–99). In 1926, a guide of the group of C. Sheridan told with sincere conviction that the saints got repeatedly undressed before pilgrims and communists; the soul of some of them appeared before the monk and begged to leave his body in peace, because somebody tried to touch it (Sheridan, 1925: 95). This mention corresponds to V. Nekrasov’s reminiscence of the episode of a discussion between the atheistic visitors and «garrulous monks» (in Russian, Nekrasov, 2003: 78). It should be noted, that there were indications to many guides, capable not to become confused even in non-standard situations, even in the works of enough educated and exacting visitors.

In 1915, R. Pierce described a guide in a dirty habit, with dandruff on his shoulders and a bad smell of his body (Pierce, 1918: 19). This is a sole mention of a guides “neatness” which the researcher has managed to find.

**The conclusions.** The administrative monks of Lavra awaited cave guides to be able to lead a group out of the caves without any delay. Respectable guides’ behaviour was also very important for them. A slant on the guides, unable to prevent violation of discipline in the catacombs depended on the health conditions of these brothers. The chief caretakers of the caves tried to alleviate the conditions, under which the cave guides carried out their duty, even by a negligible margin. However, the obedience of guides has remained exhausting. The appointment of feeble and (or) old guides in such a case seems to be a forced step. The level of guides – formal education was less important than their communicative abilities for the administrative monks. The author sees a prospect in more detailed study of a tolerable for Lavra level of alcohol consumption and disregard for personal hygiene of the sacred objects attendants. The Monastery’s admissibility level of drunkenness and untidiness of the guides demands a further research.
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